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Labware for net assisted formulating

NETFORMULA® LABWARE. SIMPLY EFFICIENT FORMULATING.
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NetFormula® Labware improves the efficiency of your laboratory. From now on, the search for

formulas, substance data sheets and INCIs – in the worst case in dozens of folders – is a

thing of the past. NetFormula® Labware coordinates all this information, thus ensuring a

decisive head start.

Are you in need of a professional basis upon which to successfully plan, steer and document

your daily laboratory workload? The databases for substances, INCIs, formulations, or suppliers

that have already been integrated can, in addition, be administrated centrally should the need

arise, and can be effortlessly interfaced with the in-house knowledge-base. 

For this purpose NetFormula® Labware has been based on universally recognised Windows

standards with an intuitively designed menu prompt. This results in reduced familiarization

time and higher productivity.

The current stage of a product's development, together with all other relevant information, can

be accessed at any time: a leap forward in information management that other departments

such as Marketing and Sales can also benefit from. This will save time, money, and increase

capacity for actual projects:

The development of new ideas.

�
Capacity for new ideas.

CREATIVITY.
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Even in the early planning phase of a formula development, NetFormula® Labware will prove

to be a reliable companion.  Regardless of whether it is a matter of capacities, competences

or efficient time-management, NetFormula® Labware makes every step in the development

process transparent. This in turn guarantees optimal work-flow and full project monitoring.

Formulating in a new dimension.

Everything contained – the raw material database.
Gain easy access to a large amount of raw material data, which can be carried over and

administrated directly under your own material numbers. With the INCI-inventory the INCI-names

can easily be allocated to each and every raw material. Once the quantity structure of the

formula has been created, the INCI-declaration is available at the mere touch of a button.

Sophisticated search algorithms with intelligent filter functions and a continuous integrated

tracking function, ensure that the time-consuming search for missing information, such as

raw material substitutes and cross references, becomes obsolete.

Raw materials are linked directly with prices. Therefore, costing in laboratory and production

standards is immediately apparent and comparable between different formula variants.�
Project success becomes plannable.

Do you, finally, want to increase the efficiency of your formulations? Databases are constantly

updated and intelligently linked together, which simplifies daily development tasks, and ensures

quick, long-term success.

KNOWLEDGE.
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For the right mix – the formulation database.

The selection of raw materials according to their function and effect, phase definition,

accounting for specifications, documentation of the test parameters and test results, the

declaration of ingredients, and the calculation of costs: NetFormula® Labware carries out these

routine tasks quickly and reliably. The required time for compiling and revising formulations is thus

reduced to a minimum.

Your work is important. Therefore, every single developmental step and every formulation is

documented in a manner that is audit-proof.  Nevertheless, all formulations are available at all

times for use as a basis when creating new variants. In addition, any desired formulations can

easily be compared to each other. Moreover, operating instructions can be retrieved directly

and passed on to the applicable departments.  If required, the linkage to existing ERP-software

by means of standardised interfaces is possible.

Everything deliverable – with the address database.

Availability is the key. Therefore, all purchase information concerning raw materials that is

centrally administrated in the address database can be integrated into the database, and

easily supplemented with in-house company data. Thus the procurement department will

always have the most up-to-date information at its disposal.

Additionally, a considerable gain in efficiency is achieved through interaction with already

existing software solutions. This also results in increased security with each and every order

procedure. �
RESPONSIBILITY.
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By means of a great number of predefined reports, all data can be issued in the form of

descriptive dossiers.  In relation to this, your style and configuration requirements receive the

same consideration as do the statutory provisions, with the integrated “obligation to inform”

function for electronic forwarding to the relevant authorities. Operating instructions, toxicological

profiles and hazardous substance warnings, FDA-forms, INCI-declarations, suppliers’ item

lists, “who delivers what” lists, formulation composition electively with or without quotation of

prices, manufacturing directives - NetFormula® Labware is in the position to produce professional

printouts and valid digital files, at the push of a button.

Additionally, all data is made available in universally recognised file formats, for further

processing.

Drawing up of dossiers made easy.

HEAD START.

The foundation for your success.
From the very first stages of a new product, NetFormula® Labware creates both solid and in-

telligent structures, which gives your entire company a decisive advantage.

A competitive advantage that you should not be without.
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Innovation and dynamics, flexibility and globalisation, quality and customer orientation – the factors that distinguish your company,

must be supported by your software in a manner that is future-proof and platform independent.

Quick. Transparent. Reliable.

Were we able to gain your interest?
We would be happy to advise you, without obligation. Contact us!

www.netformula.info

Focussing on solutions: NetFormula® Labware.
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Labware for net assisted formulating
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